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Professional History and Practice Area



Tenure and Position



About their organizations



Work structure and compensation





75% said their company’s annual revenue was over 1 billion, but compensation looks lower than expected 
given the recent MLA compensation survey. 
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Satisfaction In The Workplace

76% of the attorneys in our survey ranked work/life 
balance as either Satisfactory or Very Satisfactory

In House Talent Survey Report 
Axiom 2022 

Axiom’s survey found just 58% of attorneys Very 
Satisfied or Completely Satisfied in their current position. 
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Satisfaction In The Workplace

In House Talent Survey Report 
Axiom 2022 

Lack of advancement opportunities is a big reason for legal department turnover. There 
is just one GC or Head of Legal, and depending on the tenure of the GC, it could be a 

long wait to get to the top.  



From our Women Leaving Law White paper



Would You Return To A Law Firm?

Not much. I've had bad experiences

Increased Pay and Work-Life Balance

new/alternative billing practices

Compensation, leadership opportunities, work life balance, work creativity and diversity of practice (I find satisfaction in solving intractable problems creatively)

Nothing could make me go a law firm less billable hours

I'm not sure anything could

Nothing - I never want to have to bill in 6 minute increments again

No billable hours requirements.



This last year, our employer gave attorneys a 3% raise in the face of 12% inflation. If that happens again, I may retire here, and go to work for a firm.

If pay increases outpace corporate in-house salaries 
sufficiently, and qualify of life in-house does not 
improve

Working in-house is not less hours than working at a firm so I 
would consider returning to a firm for the right offer of salary 
and time commitment.

Fairer distribution of profits based on value contributed rather than legacy relationship

Higher quality work; being surrounded by intelligent lawyers who are experts in their practice areas

Salary, benefits, upward promotion, resources, pro bono work

Lack of upward mobility

Would You Return To A Law Firm?

?Maybe…..

In House Talent Survey Report Axiom 2022 

• Workload Increase

• Attrition

• Fewer resources

• Lack of remote work

• Longer hours
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This chart is looking at attorneys who left their InHouse company and tracks where they went upon their exit.  There is also a large 
number of ‘unknowns’ and the information has not been available as yet.  We expect more of the ‘unknowns’ to be discovered in 

the next few months.  Most attorneys where  the information was available went to another InHouse company, a small portion 
going back to another law firm and a smaller portion going back into a Top 200 firm. 
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The percentage of Ethnically Diverse attorneys going back into the Top 200 dropped from 2021 to 2022.   The under Top 
200 law firm percentage stayed the same at 9% but it dropped from 12% to 9% for firms in the Top 200.   The numbers 

for Non Diverse attorneys dropped as well, from 14% to 12 and from 15% to just 10%.
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The number of Women being recruited back to law firms outside of Big Law is the same but 2% less moved back into a Top 200 
Firm.  The percentages of men returning to law firms also dropped in the same period by 1 and 2% respectively.  
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The age groups most likely to return to law firms are the 25-30 age group for both years 2021 and 2022. The 
31 to 35 year group went up in law firm percentage but down 2% in the Top 200 grouping.  



Commitment To Diversity
Diverse Only Responses



Axiom’s survey asked about DE&I initiatives and ours did as well, lets compare. Our survey has similar results to 
the Axiom question about how committed companies are to DEI initiatives. 49% of the Axiom respondents felt their 

company was very aligned with their DE&I initiatives, while 46% of ours felt strongly that their company was 
committed to diversity.  34% of our respondents somewhat agreed and 34% of Axiom’s felt their company was 

somewhat aligned.
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The Use of Outside Counsel

Jobs Open 6 Months Ago Vs Now



The Use of Outside Counsel

87%

70%
74%

86%

66%
DE & I

Business connections

Effective Communication

Connections to subject matter experts

Providing practical solutions and advice

True partnership not just running the meter

Outside counsel need to provide practical, business oriented, advice. 

Comments



The Use of Outside Counsel



The Use of Outside Counsel

42% of respondents say they handle 75-100% in-house where  
40% handle 50-75%. 

49% of respondents estimate they outsource  
less than 25% to law firms.  

Just under 34% are outsourcing 25-50%  
of the work to law firms. 

93% are outsourcing less than 25% to  
Alternative Legal Service Providers



What’s to Come



If belts are tightening, attorneys at InHouse companies may outsource less, which means more work will need to happen InHouse with fewer 
resources. While they don’t anticipate this, it is a likely scenario.  We already see a number of unhappy people within the InHouse community and a 
few are entertaining a jump back to law firm life.  Most who are dissatisfied will move to another company and hope the situation improves, that has 

been their pattern.  However, by and large, attorneys seem satisfied with their InHouse role. 


